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Summary
This paper presents design details and test results
of two types of total temperature probes that were
used for hypersonic boundary-layer measurements in
the Langley 8-Foot High-Tenq)erature Tunnel. The
intent of each probe design was to minimize the total
error and maintain a minimal size for measurenmnts
in boundary layers 1.0 in. thick and less. A single
platinum 20-percent-rhodium shield, used in both
designs, minimized radiation heat transfer losses dur-
ing exposure to the high-temperature test stream.
The. main design difference was the vent-to-inlet area
ratio. To reduce vertical averaging effects on the
data, the shieM of the initial design (probe A) was
flattened at the flow entrance to an interk)r height
of 0.03 in., which resulted in a vent-to-inlet area ra-
tio of 50 percent; to reduce vertical averaging effects
near the wall even further, tile shield of the later
design (probe B) was flattened to 0.02 in., which re-
suited in an area ratio of 60 percent. A stainless
steel structural support sleeve that was installed on
probe A was excluded from probe B, which resulted
in a probe B outer diameter of 0.059 in., to allow
closer pla.cement of the probes to each other and to
the wall. These small design changes to improve the
resolution did not affect probe performance. Tests
were conducted at boundary-layer-edge Math nutn-
bets of 5.0 and 6.2. The nominal free-stream to-
tal t.emperatures were 2600 ° and 3200°R. The local
Reynolds numt)er NRe,ac, based on boundary-layer-
edge conditions and distance from the leading edge,
ranged from 3.5 x 106 to 28.6 x 106. The reliability
of the probes was extremely good. After 11 runs, no
type A probes and only 1 of 10 type B probes failed.
Temperature ineasurements in fully turbulent bound-
ary 1wets compared well with Crocco-Busemann pre-
dictions. The best performance in terms of recovery
factor occurred when the wire-based Nusselt num-
ber Nx,,, w was at least 0.04. Suggestions for fllture
probe designs are included in "Recommendations."
Introduction
Total temperature measurements are required for
many compressible flow experiments, including those
in relatively thin boundary layers. Many total tem-
perature probes that are designed for boundary-
layer measurements are unshielded to reduce size
and to minimize spatial averaging, time constant,
and disturbances to the boundary layer. (See refs. 1
through 4.) Unshielded probes incur radiation errors
that can be corrected in the data reduction process;
however, the errors become larger and more difficult
to correct with increasing temperature. To minimize
the radiation error, single-shielded probes are often
used. (See refs. 5 through 10.) Winkler (ref. 5) de-
signed one of the earliest shielded probes which was
vented to allow the high-temperature gas to flow con-
tinuously through the probe. Replenishing the high-
temperature gas within tile probe minimized errors.
Winkler's probe shield was constructed from silica to
minimize conduction and was coated with platinum
to mininfize radiation. Later designs incorl)oraled
additional features to irnprow_ accuracy. East and
Perry (ref. 6) designed a probe with a heating ele-
ment that was wrapped around the radial ion shield
to minimize raft)at)on losses from tile thernlocouple
junction. V_:einstein (ref. 8) mounted a thermocouple
at the base of the probe to aid in computing correc-
tions for conduction losses. Many of these prot)es are
to() large to resolve distributions in thin boundary
layers. Resolution of the boundary layer is particu-
larly difficult with probe installation in a fixed rake;
however, fixed rakes are often necessary when high
wall temperatures and tile associated thermal expan-
sion problems conlplicate the design of a lraversing
rake.
The total temperature probes descri|md herein
were developed for hypersonic t)oundary-layer mea-
surements on a fiat plate (ref. 11) in the Langley
8-Foot High-Ten)perature Tmmel (8tHTT). The
probe design concerns were the high total temper-
ature of the test stream, the response time. tile
vibration attrilmted to flow unsteadiness, and tile
small size required to define the total temperature
in boundary layers 1.0 in. thick and less. Two probe
designs were constructed with a vented, single shield
to minimize radiation heat transfer losses and main-
rain a reasonably small size. To mininfize vertical
averaging effects, both probe shields were flattened
at the flow entrance. The smaller prol)e had a max-
imum outside body diameter of 0.059 in. and an in-
terior sampling height of 0.02 in.: these probes are
smaller than other shielded probes that are found ill
the literature. Platinum 13-percent-rhodium versus
t)latinum (type R) thermocout)le wire was required
in both probe types for high total tetnperature mea-
surement. A wire diameter of 0.010 in. was chosen
to withstand flow-induced vibration.
The probes were mounted in fixed rakes that
were installed at various loeations on the fiat-plate
model. The tests were conducted at a nonfinal
free-stream Mach number of 7, and tim model was
pitched at nominal angles of attack of 5 ° arm 13 ° .
The corresponding boundary-layer-edge Maeh nun)-
bers were 6.2 and 5.0, respectively. Near tile wall, the
Mach number ahead of the probes was as low as 1.7.
The local Reynolds nunlber _TVRc,x , based on both tim
conditionsat the boundary-layeredgeandthe dis-
tancefrom theleadingedge,rangedfrom3.5x 106
to 28.6x 106. The localReynoldsnumberNRe,p ,
based on thermocouple junction diameter and esti-
mated probe internal flow conditions, ranged from 63
to 2470.
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te
plate surface coordinates, ft.
(see fig. 4)
modulus of elasticity, psi
maximum deflection, in.
(eq. (D3))
distance measured normal
from plate surface, in. (see
fig.4)
angle of attack, deg
thermal boundary-layer
thickness, in.
velocity boundary-layer
thickness, in.
emittance
viscosity, lbm/sec-ft
density, lbm/ft 3
Stefan-Boltznlann constant,
Btu/sec_ft2- ° R 4
maximum bending stress,
psi (eq. (D1))
thernml response time, see
adiabatic wall
convection
boundary-layer edge, just
outside boundary layer
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junction
conduction
local condition
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just upstream of thermo-
couple junction
radiation
condition at interior of
radiation shield
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total condition in combustor
total condition at boundary-
layer edge
tk known total condition
tvc total free-stream condition
t2 total condition behind
normal shock
U velocity
w thermocouple wire
oc free stream
Description of Experiment
Total Temperature Probes and Rakes
Design Considerations
Tile goal of the total t.emperature probe is to pro-
duce a flow environment at the thermocouple junc-
tion which will enable the thermocouple to measure
the total temperature accurately. The accuracy of
the probe depends on the balance of the convective
heat transfer between the gas and the junction, the
radiation from tile junction to the shieht, and the
conduction from the junction ahmg the thermocou-
ple wires to the cooler probe support. The difference
between the total temperature of the ga_s Tt and the
junction temperature 7i is referred to as the total
error Et. The equation for the total error is given as
Et = Elr + E# + Er (i)
In equation (1), ElT, E#, and Er represent tim decou-
pled errors due to the velocity of the flow inside the
probe, conduction along the thernlocouph? wires, and
radiation to the junction surroundings, respectively.
A discussion of these errors an(t how to reduce them
is given below.
Error due to flow velocity. The error due to
flow velocity E U is the difference between the to-
tal temperature of the gas to be measured T¢ and
the' adiabatic wall temperature of the thern_ocouple
,*'ires Taw. For all Prandtl nuinbers, T_,,, approaches
Tt with decreasing velocity. Therefore, E U can be
decreased by reducing the flow velocity inside the
probe. However, the convective heat transfer to the
thermocouple bead is also reduced when the flow ve-
locity decreases, which leads to an increase in tile
conduction and radiation errors. Therefore, the ve-
locity must not be reduced to the extent that the
total error increases for the design conditions. Be-
cause this velocity cannot be measured easily, ex-
periments to reduce E U emphasize the probe vent-
to-inlet area ratio. (See refs. 5 and 10.) These
experimentsindicatethat the optimumarearatio
varieswith probesize.
Conduction error. The conduction error is a
function of the length and diameter of the thermo-
couple wires, the thermophysical properties of the
wires, convective heat transfer to the wires, and the
probe support temperature. (See eq. (All).) The
most practical way to reduce the conduction error is
to maximize the length and nfinimize the diameter
of the wires, because selection of the thermophysical
properties of tile wire is limited. The selection of
thermocouple wire type is usually deternfined by the
temperature of tile gas to be measured.
Radiation error. The radiation error is a function
of the enfittance of both the shield and the thermo-
couple wires, the radiation view factor between the
shiehl and the wires, and the temperature of the ra-
diation shield. Selection of a shield material with
a low emittance to reduce heat loss to the probe
surroundings can reduce this error. However, the
strength of the shield material at high temperatures
must also be considered, particularly in an environ-
ment with large flow-induced vibrations. The junc-
tion and wires shouhi be enclosed as much as possible
within the shield. However, the shield length and di-
ameter nmst be selected such that the junction is not
immersed in the shield boundary layer. The radia-
tion error can be reduced fllrther by increasing the
temperature of the radiation shield, particularly near
the thermocouple junction and wires. The tempera-
ture of the shield can be increased by increasing the
internal flow velocity, which increases the heat trans-
fer to the shield, and by decreasing the heat con-
ducted along the shield to the cooler support. The
heat conducted along the shield can be reduced by
increasing the shield length and reducing the shield
thickness. An increase in the number of concentric
shields increases the temperature of the inner shield
and reduces the radiation error; however, the diame-
ter of the probe is increased, which is undesirable for
detailed boundary-layer measurements.
Probe and Rake Description
The present probe design is a compromise be-
tween a reduction of errors, size minimization, and
the ability to withstand flowqnduced vibrations. For
the chosen design, the total calculated error ranges
from 0.4 to 6.2 percent. Conduction losses that occur
at the low probe Reynolds number conditions, partic-
ularly deep within the boundary layer at a relatively
low total temperature, cause most of the total er-
ror. Details of these errors are given in appendix A,
and methods to reduce errors in future designs are
described in "Recommendations."
Two probe types were used to measure the to-
tal temperature distributions through the boundary
layer. These probes are illustrated in figure 1 and
are shown schematically in figure 2. Both probes
contained a platinum-13-percent rhodium versus
platinum thermocouple (type R) that was mounted
inside a single 0.005-in-thick radiation shield. A
thermocouple wire diameter of 0.010 in. was chosen
to withstand the flow-induced vibration. Platinum-
20-percent rhodium was selected as the shield mate-
rial because of its relatively low emittance and rela-
tively high strength at high temperatures. The main
difference between the two probes was the vent-to-
inlet area ratio. To minimize vertical averaging ef-
fects on the data, the shield of the initial probe
(probe A) was flattened at the flow entrance to an
interior height of 0.03 in. To further reduce verti-
cal averaging effects near the wall, the shield of the
later design (probe B) was flattened to 0.02 in. at
the flow entrance. Two vent holes with dianmters of
0.022 in. were drilled in both probe shields to allow
the probes to vent. The resulting vent-to-inlet area
ratios were 50 and 60 percent. Area ratios in this
range were shown by Bartlett, Edwards, and Hillier
(ref. 10) to provide optimal temperature recovery, al-
though Bartlett's probes had interior heights at the
flow entrance of 0.035 in., which is larger than the
probes described hcrein. Another difference was that
probe A incorporated a 308 stainless steel structural
support sleeve to withstand the flow-induced vibra-
tions and to provide a bearing surface to tighten the
set screw that holds the probe in the rake. The out-
side body diameter of probe A with this sleeve was
0.094 in. (See fig. 2(a).) The sleeve was excluded
from probe B to allow closer placement of the probes
to each other and to the wall of the plate. (See
fig. 2(b).) The outside body dianmter of probe B
was 0.059 in.
To assemble the probes, the thermocouple wires
were threaded through the two-holed ceramic insu-
lation and were then joined to form the thermo-
couple junction. For probe A, the stainless steel
structural support sleeve was then installed and
bonded to the fiberglass-covered thermocouple wire
with epoxy. (See fig. 2(a).) The platinum radiation
shield was then installed and spot welded to the sup-
port sleeve. Because probe B lacked a support sleeve,
the assembly process was simpler. For this probe, the
platinum shield was bonded to the ceramic insulation
and fiberglass-covered thermocouple wire with epoxy.
(See fig. 2(b).)
The probes were mounted in two different fixed-
rake struts, rake A and rake B. (See figs. 3(a)
and 3(b).) Rake A, the initial design, contained
4
11 type A probes. RakeB contained15tempera-
tureprobes;8 of the 15weretypeB probeswithin
0.54in. ofthewall. Theremainingprobesin rakeB
weretypeA with theexceptionof onetypeB probe
outsidethe boundarylayerat z = 2.200 in. The
probe types and their locations in each rake are given
in table I. Both rakes were machined to facilitate
replacement of damaged temperature probes. Cast
bronze alloy 5 was selected as the rake material
because of its heat-sink characteristics, which en-
able the rake to survive during the relatively short
exposure times to the high-temperature flow.
Test Configuration
The test model was a large, heavily instrumented
flat plate that was installed on the panel holder,
a generalized test apparatus for the 8'HTT. (See
fig. 4.) A sharp leading edge was attached to the
front, of the panel holder. The model was 9.7 ft
long and 4.3 ft wide. Boundary-layer rake assemblies,
which consisted of total pressure, static pressure, and
total temperature probes, were used to survey the
boundary layer at various locations oil the plate.
(See figs. 4 and 5.) Model details and additional
instrumentation are presented in reference 11.
Data Acquisition and Reduction
All data channels, including thermocouple out-
puts, were sampled and recorded 20 times per second
per channel with a 12-bit digital data acquisition sys-
tem. All signals were filtered with 10-Hz low-pass fil-
ters and digitized before being recorded on magnetic
tape. The total estimated accuracy of the data ac-
quisition equipment is within 1 percent. Additional
details of this equipment and its accuracy are given
by Nowak. (See ref. 12.)
Thermocouple outputs from the total tempera-
ture probes were converted to temperatures from
the thermocouple tables given in reference 13 for a
type R thermocouple. Pretest calibrations of the
thermocouple wire used in the probes were con-
ducted up to 2300°R. These calibrations indicated
small, consistent variations from the tables. Addi-
tional details regarding the data reduction are given
in reference 11.
Test Facility
The tests were conducted in the 8'HTT, which
is shown schematically in figure 6. This facility is
a large blowdown wind tunnel that provides true-
temperature flight simulation at a nominal free-
stream Mach number of 7 and at pressure altitudes
from 80000 to 126000 ft. The high-energy test
medium consists of a mixture of methane and air
burned under high pressure in the eombustor. The
test medium then expands through an axisymnmtric,
conical contoured nozzle to achieve the test cham-
ber Mach number. The flow in the test chanl-
her is a free jet that enters a straight-tube super-
sonic diffuser, where it is pumped to the atmosphere
by a single-stage annular air ejector. The tunnel
can be operated at total temperatures from 2400 °
to 3600°R and at free-stream dynamic l)ressures
from 240 to 1800 psf. The corresponding free-stream
Reynolds number NRe,oc, based on a model length of
10 ft, ranges from 3 x 106 to 30 x 106 .
Models are positioned below the test chamber
(fig. 7) during tunnel startup and shutdown to min-
imize aerodynamic loads. When flow conditions are
established, tile model is inserted into the flow by a
hydraulically actuated elevator. Before tumlel shut-
down, the model is withdrawn from tile flow. The
maximum test time for the facility is 120 sec. The
present model was positioned 1.0 ft from the nozzle
exit (fig. 7) and was exposed to the flow for no more
than 10 sec. Additional details of the 8'HTT can be
found in reference 14.
Test Conditions
The tests were cond_zcted at nominal total tem-
peratures of 2600 ° and 3200°I1. The nominal free-
stream Math mnnber was 7, and the free-stream
Reynolds number NR_._c, based on plate length,
ranged from 5.5 x 106 to 18.0 x 106. To obtain rel-
atively high local Reynolds numbers, the model was
I)itched at angles of attack of 5° and 13 °, which pro-
duced boundary-layer-edge Math numbers of approx-
imately 5.0 and 6.2, respectively. Most tests were
conducted at an angle of attack of 13° . This angle of
attack produced local Reynolds numbers high enough
for large area_s of equilibrium turbulent boundary-
layer flows over tile plate, as discussed in refer-
ence 11. The local Reynolds number NR_,z , t)ased
on boundary-layer-edge conditions and distance from
the leading edge, ranged from 3.5 x 106 to 28.6 x 106;
the local Reynolds number NRe,p , based on internal
probe diameter and flow conditions, ranged from 63
to 2470. The local flow conditions and those up-
stream in the combustor are given in table II. De-
tails of how these conditions were determined and
their accuracy are given in reference 11.
Results and Discussion
Selected sets of data obtained from the total
temperature probes are discussed in the following
sectionsto aid in the assessmentof probeperfor-
mance.Tile measurementsshownhereinwereob-
tainedalongthe platecenterlineat y = 0 in. (The
coordinate system is defined in fig. 4.) A complete
data tat)ulation for each run is given in appendix H
of reference 11.
The probe reliability was extremely good. After
11 runs, no type A probes failed and only 1 of
10 type B probes failed.
Temperature Histories
A typical temperature history Tj from a type A
total temperature probe, placed outside the bound-
ary layer at z = 2.500 in. and 72 in. from the nozzle
exit plane, is shown in figure 8(a). The data are
shown for an intermediate Reynolds number NRe,p
of 1016; i'VRe,p corresponds to the thermocouple junc-
tion diameter and conditions inside the probe that
were determined from total temperature measure-
ments, total pressure measurements, and the vent-
to-inlet area ratio. The total temperature measured
upstream in the combustor Ttc is also shown in fig-
tire 8(a). In figure 8(b), the approximate distance
of the probe from the test section centerline H is
shown. (Th(_ oscillations shown in the probe position
near H =: 0 in. are probably caused by a problem that
results from the potentiometer used as a model posi-
tion indicator. No evidence exists to indicate that the
test panel deflected this amount during a run.) Be-
fore the model entered the test stream, the tempera-
ture indicated by the probe was approximately 500°R
(fig. 8(a)). The probe began to respond to the tem-
perature of the test core approximately 0.65 see from
initial model movement, or approximately 0.2 sec be-
fore the probe crossed the nozzle edge. This response
indicates that the jet boundary expanded beyond
the nozzle edge. After about 2.1 see, or approxi-
mately 1.45 sec after the probe first began to react
to the flow, the probe temperature nearly matched
that of T!c.
The thermal response times of the probes could
not be accurately determined from the present exper-
iment because of numerous complications. The main
complication was that the probes were not exposed
to a step change in temperature. Total temperature
surveys of the test core (ref. 11) indicate that the
free-stream total temperature Tt_ (fig. 6) is lower
than Ttc near tile edge of the nozzle and gradually in-
creases to approximately the level of Ttc near the test
section eenterline. Also the exact temperature pro-
file to which the probes are exposed during entry into
the test stream is not precisely known, because free-
stream total temperature surveys are taken while the
model is below the test core. However, if a step in-
put in temperature is assumed, the thermal response
time r, corresponding to the time required for the
junction to reach 63.2 percent of the surrounding gas
temperature, is estimated between 0.3 and 1.5 see
for the two extremes in flow conditions. (See appen-
dix B.) Likewise, the predicted value for 57, which
corresponds to the time required for the junction
temperature to reach 99.3 percent of the gas tem-
perature, should range from 1.5 to 7.5 see, which is
within the desired model exposure time.
Correlation of Temperature Recovery
Factor
The difference between the junction temperature
and the true stagnation temperature is a function of
the convective heat transfer to the junction and the
losses due to the conduction, radiation, and velocity.
(See Winkler, ref. 5.) As convection increases, the
relative losses decrease, which results in a higher tem-
perature recovery. Winkler assumed that the losses
are mostly caused by conduction and showed that
the recovery factor Tj - Toc,l/Ttk - Tec,l is propor-
tional to the Nusselt number NN_, _, at the probe
junction that is based on wire conductivity, where
NNu,w = hpdj/kw. Here, T d is the total tempera-
ture indicated by the probe thermocouple junction,
Ttk is a known total temperature, and To_,l is tile
local static temperature just upstream of the probe.
(See fig. 9.) Also, hp is the convective heat transfer
to the junction, dj is the junction diameter, and kw
is the conductivity of the thermocouple wire. Win-
kler then showed that the recovery factor correlates
to a simpler parameter that is based on wire Nus-
selt number, given as P3 x Zj -1"75, where pj is the
density of the gas at the junction. A simpler parame-
ter, Pt2 x Tj 1"75, can be derived from the equation of
state. Here, Pt2 is the total pressure behind a normal
shock and the assumed pressure of the gas ahead of
the junction.
To assess the performance of the total tempera-
ture probes, the recovery factor Tj -T_c,l/Ttk --T_,I
is plotted as a flmction of wire-based Nusselt num-
ber at the probe junction NNu,w in figure 10 and
as a function of the modified Winkler parameter
Pt2 x Tj 175 in figure 11. The wire-based Nusselt
number was determined from equation (A1) in ap-
pendix A, which relates NNu,p to the probe Reynolds
number NRe,p. Here, NNu,p is based on the conduc-
tivity of the gas within the probe kp and differs from
NNu,w by a factor of kp/kw. The probe Reynolds
number was calculated front the measured total tem-
perature, the total pressure measured by a nearby
total pressure probe, and the probe internal Mach
6
numberM2 (fig. 9). The probe internal Mach num-
ber was calculated, assuming inviscid flow, from the
probe inlet-to-vent area ratio. The data were taken
from measurements outside the boundary layer along
the plate centerline. The combustor total tempera-
ture Ttc was used as the known total temperature to
compute the recovery factor. The data show scat-
ter in both plots; however, there is no discernible
difference in tile performance of probes A and B at
the high- and low-temperature conditions. As ex-
pected, the recovery factors increase with Nxu,u, and
Pt2 x T71r5. The recovery factors range from 0.89
to 1.02 compared with the uncorrected combustor to-
tal temperature. Although some of these values were
higher than 1.0, most of tile factors compare reason-
ably well with tile results fi'om reference 15. The
best performance occurs when NNu,w >_ 0.04. The
modified Winkler parameter, a more easily calculated
variable, should be at least 25 x 10 -6 psia-°R -1'75
for best performance, at least for the nominal free-
stream local Mach numbers of 5.0 and 6.3. Because
the correlations are based on conditions inside the
probe, these results are expected to apply to other
free-stream local Mach numbers.
Distributions of Boundary-Layer Total
Temperature
To evaluate the total temperature distributions
measured in the boundary layer, the linear Crocco-
Busemann enthalpy-velocity relationship (ref. 16)
was applied. Additional assumptions and details of
this relationship are given in appendix C.
The total temperature data and Crocco-
Busemann predictions are shown for Reynolds num-
bers NRe,z of 28.6 × 106 , 13.6 x 105 and 4.5 x 106
in figures 12(a), 12(b), and 12(c), respectively. Tile
boundary-layer thickness 6U is shown on the plots
for reference purposes. The rake B data and predic-
tions show good agreement for the two high Reynolds
number cases (figs. 12(a) and 12(b)) in which the
thernml and velocity boundary layers were flflly de-
veloped. (See ref. 11.) The data obtained at the low
Reynolds number condition (fig. 12(e)) were transi-
tional (ref. 11). The lack of agreement between the
data and prediction at the low Reynolds number con-
dition may result from diminished probe accuracy at
such conditions or from a breakdown in the Croceo-
Busenmnn prediction. The Croeco-Busemann pre-
diction is not applicable to transitional boundary
layers when the thermal and velocity boundary lay-
ers (ref. 17) are nonsimilar. The irregularity in
the total temperature profile at z = 0.8 in. for the
low Reynolds number condition (fig. 12(c)) is also
present in the Maeh number distribution obtained at
this condition (ref. 11). These irregularities indicate
that a weak shock is present in the flow outside the
boundary layer.
Recommendations
For future probe designs, both the radiation and
conduction errors discussed in appendix A can be
reduced by increasing the length of the shield and
thermoeouple wires, particularly the portion exposed
to the flow inside tile probe. This increase in length
will increase the area available for convection and
will reduce tile heat conducted down the wires and
the shield to tile relatively cool rake. This change
will also reduce radiation losses from the junction,
because the temperature of the radiation shieht will
be higher. The structural analysis given in appen-
dix D indicates that the length of the shield and wires
can be increased to some extent without significantly
weakening the probe. However, the material proper-
ties used in the analysis are uncertain at 3300°R be-
cause they nmst be extrapolated from lower tempera-
ture data. The thermal response time of the junction
can be reduced in future probes by forming the .jmm-
tion with a spot weld rather than with a conventional
bead weld to reduce the junction size.
The vent-to-inlet area ratio has not been opti-
nfized for the probe designs described in this paper.
Although the area ratios were within the values rec-
ommended in reference 10, the present probes are
smaller than those in reference 10, and the flow inside
the probe is dominated more by viscosity. Therefore,
experiments should be conducted to det.ermine if a
larger vent-to-inlet area ratio is required for optimal
probe performance.
Concluding Remarks
This paper presents the design details and test re-
sults of two types of total temperature probes that
were used for hypersonic boundary-layer measure-
ments in the Langley 8-Foot High-Temperature Tun-
nel. The intent of each probe design was to minimize
the total error and maintain a minimal size for mea-
surements in boundary layers 1.0 in. thick and less.
A single platinum 20-percent-rhodium shield, used
in both designs, minimized radiation heat transfer
losses during exposure to the high-temperature test.
stream. The main design difference wins the vent-
to-inlet area ratio. To reduce vertical averaging ef-
fects on the data, the shield of the initial design
(probe A) was flattened at the flow entrance to an
interior height of 0.03 in., which resulted in a vent-
to-inlet area ratio of 50 percent; to reduce vertical av-
eraging effects near the wall even further, the shield
of the later design (probe B) was flattened to 0.02 in.,
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whichresultedinanarearatioof 60percent.A stain-
lesssteelstructuralsupportsleevethat wasinstalled
in probeA wasexcludedfrom probeB, whichre-
sultedinaprobeB outerdiameterof 0.059in.,to al-
lowcloserplacementof theprobesto eachotherand
to tile wall. Thesesmalldesignchangesto improve
theresolutiondid notaffectprobeperformance.
Testswere conductedat boundary-layer-edge
Machnumbersof 5.0and 6.2. The nominalfree-
streamtotal temperatureswere2600° and3200°R.
Tile local Reynoldsnumber NRe,z , based on
boundary-layer-edge conditions and distance from
the leading edge, ranged from 3.5 × 106 to 28.6 x 106.
The local Reynolds number inside the probe NRe,p
ranged from 63 to 2470. The reliability of the probes
was extremely good. After 11 runs, no type A probes
and only 1 of 10 type B probes failed. Predictions
of probe thermal response times ranged from 0.3
to 1.5 sec. Temperature recovery factors ranged
from 0.89 to 1.02 compared with the uncorrected
upstream combustor temperature measurement. The
best performance in terms of recovery factor occurred
when the wire-based Nusselt immber NNu,w was
at least 0.04. The modified Winkler parameter, a
more easily calculated variable, should be at least
25 × 10 -6 psia-°R -175 for optimum performance.
Temperature measurements in fully turbulent bound-
ary layers compared well with Crocco-Busemann
predictions.
The total calculated error of the probes in the
test range varies from 0.4 to 6.2 percent. Most of the
errors that occur at the low probe Reynolds number
conditions are estimated to be caused by conduction
losses, particularly deep within the boundary layer
where the total temperature is relatively low.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
.laimary 4, 1993
Appendix A
Calculations of Theoretical Probe Errors
To calculate the theoretical measurement errors
of the total temperature probes, an error analysis
was performed for the two extremes ill flOW condi-
tions that produced the highest and lowest convec-
tive heat loads to the thermocouple junction. The
first extreme (case 1) corresponded to a probe outside
the boundary layer at the highest probe Reynolds
number and at a relatively high total temperature
test condition; the second extreme (case 2) corre-
sponded to a probe (:lose to the wall at the low-
est probe ReynoMs number and at a relatively low
total temperature test condition. The probe in-
ternal Reynolds numbers NRe,p, based on junction
diameter, were 2470 and 63 for cases 1 and 2,
respectively. The total temperatures used in the theo-
retical calculations were 3140 ° and 2340°R for cases 1
and 2, respectively. These temperatures were ob-
tained from the upstream combustor temperature
measurement. Because case 2 corresponds to a
probe within the boundary layer, the total temper-
ature of 2340°R used in the calculations was de-
rived from the combustor temperature measurement
based on the Crocco-Busemann relationship given in
appendix C.
Before calculating the errors, Ntce,p was calcu-
lated to determine the convective heat load to tile
thermocouple wires. The vahm of NRe,p was calcu-
lated with the measured total temperature Tj, the
total pressure behind a normal shock (measured from
a nearby total pressure probe) Pt2, the probe internal
Mach number, and the fluid and transport properties
of nmthane-air combustion products given in refer-
ence 18. (See fig. 9.) For simplicity, Pt,2 was assumed
to be the pressure of the gas ahead of the thermo-
couple junction. The probe internal Mach nun>
ber was calculated, assuming inviscid flow, from the
probe inlet-to-vent area ratio. The probe Nusselt
number NNu,p was then calculated from the corre-
lation given in reference 15 for wires parallel to the
flow as follows:
a na_ _r0.31 r_r0.674 (A1)NNu,p = u.,aJo_, Pr,p_, Re,p
From equation (A1), the heat transfer coefficient hp
was then calculated.
Finally, the total probe error Et was assumed to
be equal to the sum of the individual decoupled errors
as follows:
Et = EU + Ek + Er (A2)
In equation (A2), E U, E k, and Er represent the er-
rors from the internal velocity of the flow, conduction
along the thermocouple wires, and radiation to tile
junction surroundings, respectively. These errors are
discussed in the following sections.
Error Due to Flow Velocity
The error due to the flow velocity, as follows, is
the difference between the total temperature Tr2 and
the adiabatic wall temperature T,_,,,, where %,,,, is
given by the standard definition and laininar flow
over the junction is assumed:
N1/2Taw = T2 + 'P"4' (Tte- 7='2) (A3)
In equation (A3), 7:2 is the static t.emperature in-
side the shield behind the normal shock. (See fig. 9.)
As mentioned in "Probe and Rake Description," the
vent-to-inlet area ratios were 50 and 60 pc.rcent for
probes A and B, respectively'; these ratios produce
optimum temperature recovery (ref. 10) and corre-
spond to internal Mach munbers of 0.3 and 0.4 for
the type A and B probes, respectively. The corre-
sponding errors due to velocity are 6.3 ° and 4.7°R
for cases 1 and 2, respectively. (See t.at)le III.)
Conduction Error
For simplicity, conduction errors were computed
neglecting radiation. (See fig. 13(a).) First., the
convective heat transfer to the thermocouph; wires
was assumed equal to the conduction along the wires
from n = 0 to n = L1. The corresponding steady-
state, one-dimensional heat balance between the con-
vective heat transfer itc and the conduction heat
transfer Ok is given as
( d2T'_
hpC [Taw - T in)] -k,,,A \ d_2 ]
(A4)
In equation (A4), C is the circumference of a thermo-
couple wire, A is the cross-sectional area, I%, is the
wire conductivity, and hp is the convection coeffi-
cient calculated from equation (A1). Substituting
O(n) = T(n)- T_,,, into equation (a4) and solving
yields
[(
4t,1, _1/2] [;.,( 4hp ,_1/2]0(n)
Equation (A5) was then solved with the following
boundary conditions for n = O:
dO) = (n = 0) (A6)hpO
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and
0 (n = 0) = (Tj - Taw) (A7)
In equation (A7), Tj is the temperature of the
thermocouple junction. The solution of equa-
tion (A5) is
T (n) -- T¢_,, = (7',1 - T_,,,,) 4hp "_ 1/2
_/ } (A8)
In equation (A8), NBi is the Biot number and is equal
to (hpdw/4kw) 1/2. The conduction error Taw - Td
could be determined if, for example, tile tempera-
ture at n = L1 was known. Because space was lim-
ited, no additional thermocouples could be located
inside the probes; therefore, the heat transfer was
also computed along the insulated portion of the
thermocouple wire from n = L1 to n = L2, where
the assumed wire temperature was MO°R. The corre-
sponding steady-state, one-dimensional heat transfer
equation is given as
dO) (A9)q=-kwA (Tn
In equation (A9), the heat transfer rate 0 is assumed
to be constant along the insulated portion of the
thermocouple wire. The solution of equation (A9)
is given as
q=kwA T(n=L1)-T(n=L2) (A10)
L1 - L2
The deriw_tive of equation (A8) was taken at n = L1
to obtain the heat entering the insulated portion of
the thermoeouple wire. When this expression is con>
bincd with equation (A10), T(n = L1) can bc elim-
inated. The resulting equation for the conduction
error is
Ek = (%w - Tj) = Taw - T(n = L2)
D3
(All)
where Da = D4 + D5(L2 - L1) and
[ ( 4hp _1/2]D,I = cosh L1 \ dwku, ] j
+NBisinh[Ll ( 4hp _l/2]dwkw]
: 4hp lJ2{sinh[L14hp lJ2D5 \ dwkw ] \ dwkw ] j
• }
The conduction errors Taw - Tj are 2.2°R for case 1
and 85.7°R for case 2, which correspond to 18.0 and
58.9 percent of the total error, respectively. (See
table III.) A constant conductivity of 1.20 x 10 -3
Btu/sec-in-°R was used in the calculations (ref. 19).
This value corresponds to pure platinum at 3200°R
and represents the highest conductivity over the tem-
perature range of the analysis (540 ° to 3200°R);
therefore, the result should be a conservative esti-
mate of conduction error.
Radiation Error
For simplicity, radiation errors were computed ne-
glecting conduction, as illustrated in figure 13(b).
The steady-state heat balance between the convec-
tion to the junction Oc,d and radiation from the junc-
tion to the shield qr,J to si is given as
hpAj(Taw-Tj)=AjaBF(TJ-Ts 4) (A12)
In equation (A12), F is the configuration factor
for one gray surface that encloses a second surface
(ref. 20); thus,
1
F= 1 + A (1 ) (A13)
_._ _ _Ti -1
The steady-state heat balance between the convec-
tion to the shield qc,si, the radiation from the junc-
tion to the shield qr,J to si, and the radiation from
the shield to the surroundings fir,so to oc, is given by
(T,,.,- - (T2o-
- AjaBF (T 4 - T4) (A14)
The convective heat transfer coefficient for the shield
near the junction hsi was determined from the lami-
nar thermal entry-length solution for flow inside cir-
cular tubes (ref. 21). Assuming Tsi = Tso, equa-
tions (A12) and (A14) were solved iteratively until
convergence within 0.5°R. A single value of 0.18
(ref. 19), which corresponds to polished platinum
at 3200°R, was used for ed, esi, and eso. Because
the emittance of platinum increases with temper-
ature, a conservative estimate of the radiation er-
rors should result. For cases 1 and 2, the radi-
ation errors Taw- Tj are 3.7 ° and 55.0°R, which
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represent30.3and37.8percentof the total error,
respectively.
The total error from this analysis ranged
from 12.2° to 145.4°Rfor thetwoextremes.These
valuesrepresenta total errorof 0.4and6.2percent,
respectively,in thetotal temperaturemeasurements.
Most of the errors that occur at the low probe
Reynoldsnumberconditionsarc estimatedto be
causedbyconductionlosses,particularlydeepwithin
tileboundarylayerwherethetotal temperaturealso
isrelativelylow.
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Appendix B
Calculations of Theoretical Probe
Thermal Response Time
To simplifythecalculationsfor theoreticalther-
mal responsetimeof the total temperatureprobes,
conductionandradiationlosseswereneglected.Also,
the temperatureof the thermocouplejunctionwas
assumedto beuniform.Theresultingheattransfer
equationis
(dTj
hpA [Tt - T.] (t)] = pcV \ _h-t ] (B1)
In equation (B1), A is the projected frontal area
of the thermocouple bead, and p,c, and V are its
density, specific heat, and volume. The values of
density and specific heat used in the calculations were
0.775 lbm/in 3 and 0.0314 Btu/lbm°-R; these values
correspond to platinum at 540°R (rcf. 22). The heat
transfer coefficient hp was determined by calculating
NRe,p for a given flow condition and then using
equation (A1). The probe Reynolds number can
be calculated from the measured total temperature
and pressure behind a normal shock and the probe
internal Maeh number, computed from the vent-to-
inlet area ratio. Substituting O(t) -- Td(t ) - Tt and
_r = pcV/hpA into equation (B1) and solving yields
0 = C1 exp (--t/T) (B2)
In equation (B2), C1 is an unknown constant.
Application of the initial condition of
O(t = O) = Tj(t = O) -Tt and rearrangment of terms
yields
Tj (t) -Tj (t = o)
Tt - rj (t = o) = 1 - exp (-t/w) (B3)
From equation (B3), the thermal response time _-
corresponds to the time required for the junction to
reach 63.2 percent of the surrounding temperature
of the gas after a step change in the gas temper-
ature. For the two extremes in flow conditions, the
predicted r ranged from 0.3 to 1.5 sec. The predicted
range for 5T, which corresponds to the time required
for the junction temperature to reach 99.3 percent of
the gas temperature, was 1.5 to 7.5 sec. These values
are within the model exposure times.
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Appendix C
Crocco-Busemann Predictions
To evaluatethe total temperaturedistributions
measuredin the boundarylayer,the linearCrocco-
Bllsemann enthalpy-veloeity relationship (ref. 16)
was applied. The linear relationship is derived
from the energy equation for a two-dimensional,
zero pressure gradient boundary layer and from the
assumption that H = H(U). This relationship is
given as
Ht - H,,,, U
-- (C1)
Hte - Hu. Ue
The linear relationship assumes similarity between
the thermal and velocity boundary layers and is valid
for boundary layers along isothermal walls with a
Prandtl number of unity. However, equation (C1) is
considered a reasonable approximation for an air test
medium with Npr = 0.7 (ref. 17). For the present
methane-air combustion products test medium, the
Prandtl number is nominally 0.76.
To relate total enthalpy to location in the bound-
ary layer, the following power law expression was
used:
uc (c2)
In equation (C2), the exponent N, the velocity
boundary-layer thickness _u, and the boundary-
layer-edge velocity Ue were derived froln the pres-
sure and temperature metk'_urements that were ob-
tained in the boundary layer (ref. 11). Combining
equations (C1) and (C2) yields
H_ = (Ht,,- H,,,) + U,,, (C3)
Temperature was inferred froln enthalpy with the
Mollier charts in reference 18 for methane-air
combustion products.
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Appendix D
Probe Stress Analysis
Thestressesontheshieldswereanalyzedbyfirst
assumingthat the dominantloadwascausedby the
fluctuatingpressuresbeneaththe turbulentbound-
arylayer.Datacompiledin reference23indicatethat
thefluctuatingpressurebeneathaturbulentbound-
ary layerat the wall is 5 percentof the localstatic
pressureat Mach5. Measurementsobtainedin tile
8tHTTduringthepresentests(ref.24)at thesame
Machnumberindicatelowerfluctuatingpressures,
whichwere3 percentof the local static pressure.
Thispercentagewasusedto analyzethe stresseson
the shieldsof probesA and B at the highestpres-
surecondition.Theloadsonthethermocouplewires
weredeterminedby treatingthe wiresas circular
cylindersthat wereinclinedto the flowat approx-
imately6°. Theflow in thenormaldirectionto the
wireswasthenanalyzed.Accordingto the experi-
mentsof Gerrard(rcf.25),thedominantfluctuating
loadfor cylindersat subcriticalReynoldsnumbersis
the fluctuatinglift. Farell(ref. 26) foundthat the
peakfluctuatinglift is of the sameorderof magni-
tudeasthesteadydrag.Thefluctuatingloadon the
thermocouplewireswasestimatedat 2.35x 10-4 Ibm
with thedragcoefficientdatacompiledbySchtichting(ref. 27). Accordingto the resultsof Richterand
Naudascher( ef.28),theestimatedflowconfinement
effectof theradiationshieldon thesteadyandfluc-
tuatingloadson thethermocouplewiresis low.The
highestvortex-sheddingfrequencyisestimatedat ap-
proximatelyone-halfthe resonantfrequencyof the
wires.
Both the shieldand thcrmocouplewireswere
treatedascantileveredbeamsthat weresimplysup-
ported, and the maximumbendingstresseswere
calculatedwith the standardequationsgiven in
reference29asfollows:
emax= mr/I (D1)
In equation (D1), I = rr/64(d4o - d4i) for the radia-
tion shield, where I is the cross-sectional moment of
inertia. Treating the thermocouple as a single wire
for simplicity, I = rr/64(d4w). Also, r is the outside
radius of the radiation shield or the radius of the
thermocoupte wire. The bending moment is given as
m = wL2/2 (D2)
In equation (D2), w is the distributed load per canti-
levered length L and is given as plA/L, where pl is the
fluctuating pressure and A is the projected area. The
maximum bending stress for the shield was calculated
from these equations to be 15.7 and 25.5 psi for
probes A and B, respectively. The maximum bending
stress for the thermocouple wires was calculated to
be 0.122 psi.
The factors of safety for the shield and wires were
computed by extrapolating the ultimate strength
data given in reference 22 for pure platinum at
various temperatures to the design temperature
of 3300°R. The extrapolated ultimate strength is ap-
proximately 1000 psi. For cyclic loading, the fatigue
strength is a percentage of the ultimate strength. Al-
though these data are not specifically available for
platinum, reference 29 gives a value of 30 percent
for nonferrous metals. The resulting factors of safety
are 19.1 and 11.8 for the shields of probes A and B,
respectively. The factor of safety for the thermo-
couple wires is even higher at 2450. Because
platinum-rhodimn alloys have a higher yield strength
than pure platinum, at least at room temperature,
the factors of safety may actually be higher.
The thermocouple wire should not deflect and
contact the radiation shield. The maximum de-
flection was calculated, assuming that the wire is
supported as a cantilevered beam (ref. 29):
wL 4
Ymax- 8YI (D3)
In equation (D3), Y is the modulus of elasticity and
is given in reference 30 as 15 × 106 psi for platinum-
6-percent rhodium at 3200°R. The maximum de-
flection of the thermocouple wire was calculated to
be 1.18 × 10 -8 in.
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TableI. TotalTemperatureProbeLocations
Designationa
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
z, in., for--
Rake A
b0.060
b.180
5.300
_'.420
b.540
b.660
b.800
b1.000
b1.400
51.900
52.500
Rake B
':0.035
c 100
e.165
_:.23(}
q295
_'.360
.425
".540
_'.600
b.800
bl.000
51.400
_1.900
c2.200
52.500
aSee figure 3.
bprobe type A. See figure 2(a).
eProbe type B. See figure 2(b).
Table II. Combustor and Local Flow Conditions
[Surface pressure and heat transfer measurements were taken during some runs with the rakes remove(t]
rtc, ptc, [ a Rake location Pwall,
Run °R psia ] deg x, in. y, in. psia
10 3250 1500 13.05 49.00 0.00 0.92
16 3340 1970 12.85 60.00 .00 1.22
18 3120 2480 12.92 60.00 .00 1.56
19 3280 1490 12.83 60.00 .00 .91
22 2590 2320 10.82 60.00 .00 1.04
24 2610 1740 10.85 60.00 .00 .76
25 3330 1000 4.97 60.00 .00 .21
30 3050 1500 12.98 86.12 .00 .93
31 3180 2500 13.03 86.12 .00 1.66
32 3230 1500 12.72 86.12 .00 .94
33 3140 3280 12.70 86.12 .00 2.12
Zwall,
oR
627
624
604
610
591
597
573
584
632
597
630
I
e
_ h/sec
4.99 6210
4.94 63OO
4.96 6040
4.98 6080
5.05 5390
5.16 5480
6.33 6300
4.95 5920
4.88 62OO
4.96 6080
4.92 6080
lbm/ft 3 °R °R in. in. NR,,z
3.79 x 10 -3 636 321(} 0.48 0.47 7.45 x 106
4.91
6.89
3.82
5.89
4.33
1.33
3.98
6.20
3.93
8.51
651 3270 .72 .68 11.70
593 3030 .76 .72 16.77
623 3110 .69 .66 9.15
462 2530 .72 .55 15.68
460 260(} .61 .52 11.81
414 3090 .42 .49 4.47
612 2990 1.03 .92 13.76
701 3210 1.13 1.03 19.94
626 3100 1.00 .97 13.62
652 3140 1.15 1.00 28.56
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Table III. Summary of Theoretical Error Calculations
Case 1
[NRe,p = 2470; Tt - 3140°R]
EU
E_
E_
Et
Error, °R Percent of Et Percent of Tt
6.3 51.7 0.2
2.2 18.0 .1
3.7 3O.3 .1
12.2 100.0 .4
Case 2
[NRe,p = 63; Tt = 2340°R]
Eu
E_
E_
Et
Error, °R Percent of Et Percent of Tt
4.7 3.3 0.2
85.7 58.9 3.7
55.0 37.8 2.3
145.4 100.0 6.2
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Figure 1. Total temperature probes.
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A.._.
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.19 _1 / holes,
/ 180 ° apart, %/ /.022 diam I_ 15 °
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Figure 2. Schematic of total temperature probes. All linear dimensions are in inches.
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are in feet.
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(b) Boundary-layer probe position in test stream.
Figure 8. Typical total temperature and probe position histories. Run 16; NRe,p = 1016 at a distance of 72 in.
from nozzle exit plane.
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Figure 10. Probe recovery factor ms a flmction of Nusselt number based on wire conductivity.
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Figure 11. Probe recovery factor as a function of modified Winkler parameter.
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Figure 12. Comparison of total temperature data with Crocco-Busemann predictions.
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Decoupled heat transfer analysis for estimation of probe measurement errors.
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